Scalar Space Gaps

Roads (existing and new) Gallery and Solar panels
The concept is to make a hole in the
ground (structural) and serve as a
guide on the road.
These gaps to be able to climb and
down give you the idea of the scale of
the place.

BRS

Community
spaces

The gallery is
not only a tour
but also
transmits the
energy from the
solar panels to
the adjacent
spaces.

Pedestrian zone

Natural spaces

Community spaces

Natural Firewall
Geyser zone
ViewPoint
Crops under solar panels
Water Footprints
Water tank

PARASOL
In certain parts of the route

New Black Rock Station

Viewpoint. Sculpture. Air control.

Agrivoltaic. Solar panels in elevated
structure with crops underneath

Community spaces to meet, sleep,
research, rest, ...

Operating Scheme
fog water catchers

Natural firewalls. Every 6 months make
firewalls in 10-meter strips every 200 m.

Cover emerging from the ground.
Contemplation / Rest below

Fog water / moisture collectors in
night and day (winter)

Three types of routes, through a gallery, pedestrian over
the territory or by road access (road)

Sensation of landscape. Drilled hole, the ground
It's sculpture. CO2 collectors.

Descent towards feeling. Descent to
understand the Full Scale

The gallery is not only a tour but also transfers energy and
telecommunications.
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Sweet Acacia (Acacia smallii)

Shoestring Acacia

Weeping Acacia

Twisted Acacia

Catclaw Acacia

African Sumac

These trees shall be inserted in the area in a timely and localized manner. Especially in the SCGs and at certain points in the
project. These trees are located in the southern part of Nevada and do not require a large irrigation.

Scale 1/12000

Natural Firewall
New road
Pedestrian Zone
Open underground gallery
Semi-private road
Existing external road
Space Control Gaps
Community spaces
Community linked crops
Green area
Water Footprints
Water ponds

BRS
New BRS
Solar panels on crops
Solar panels on the ground
Geyser zone
ViewPoint
Crops
Contemplation
Parking
Community Center
Community kitchen
Parasol

